
"Clarence’s powerful and tough-sounding vocals are perfectly at home on 
this slow burn soul-infected number. It has superb and subtle band support 
and his guitar work is thrilling. It’s a beautiful track and raises the 
goosebumps in double quick time.  This comes highly, highly recommended." 
 

       - Mike Stephenson, Blues & Rhythm  
 
"Clarence’s guitar playing is fierce and biting and his vocals are very lived 
and raw. ’Surrender’ is a very soulful blues song and this single makes you 
look forward to a new album!" 
 

       - Bluestown Music  
 
"After listening to ‘Surrender’, I now feel teased and want more. While 

listening to the half minute guitar intro, the first thing I thought was “this really is blues." If this tasty morsel is 
anything like what the rest of the album will be like, let me say again “I want more.” 
 

       - Peter “Blewzzman” Lauro, Blues Editor, mary4music.com  
 
“Spady’s stinging guitar and tortured vocal bring forward a rush of emotion that will have you thinking.” 
 

       - BluesBlues   
 
 
"...this is a strong slow blues that Clarence saw Lucky perform live in New York—he does it justice, too.  It is a four 
minute long smouldering performance—an excellent track that augurs well for Clarence’s upcoming album." 
 

       - Norman Darwen, Blues In The South (UK)  
 
"The Lucky Peterson song ‘When My Blood Runs Cold’ has been on the 
setlist of Clarence Spday’s performances for years … this is a penetrating 
slow blues with powerfully biting guitar work and the very soulful raw 
voice of Clarence Spady." 
 

       - Bluestown Music  
 
“It is a chilling rendition with gut wrenching vocals and Spady’s guitar just 
sings its way through the song… another timely reminder and taster for 
Clarence’s album due out in the New Year.” 
 

- BluesBlues 
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